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This work describes the system presented by
the CoAStaL Natural Language Processing
group at University of Copenhagen. The main
system we present uses the same attention
mechanism presented in (Yang et al., 2016).
Our overall model architecture is also inspired
by their hierarchical classification model and
adapted to deal with classification in dialogue
by encoding information at the turn level. We
use different encodings for each turn to create
a more expressive representation of dialogue
context which is then fed into our classifier.
We also define a custom preprocessing step in
order to deal with language commonly used
in interactions across many social media out-
lets. Our proposed system achieves a micro
F1 score of 0.7340 on the test set and shows
significant gains in performance compared to
a system using dialogue level encoding.
1 Introduction
Recognizing emotion is crucial to human-human
communication and has for a long time been a
goal in human-machine interaction. Although
there has been growing interest in emotion detec-
tion across many fields (Liscombe et al., 2005;
Agrafioti et al., 2012; Craggs and Wood, 2004),
much of the work has focused on developing em-
pathetic systems using multimodal approaches i.e.
speech and gestures as well as text (Hazarika et al.,
2018). Approaching emotion detection as a multi-
modal problem certainly makes sense, as face-face
human communication involves many modalities,
however, this fails to consider all the communica-
tion that is increasingly happening solely via chat,
or written means. Detecting emotion in textual di-
alogue without the other modalities, such as work
done by Gupta et al., can allow us to improve a
number of applications dealing with social media
∗Authors contributed equally
interactions, opinion mining, and customer inter-
actions, unfortunately, this is a great challenge that
has remained largely unexplored. SemEval 2019
Task 3 attempts to encourage research in this di-
rection. Given a user utterance and the previous
two turns of context, the task consists in classi-
fying the user utterance according to one of four
emotion classes: happy, sad, angry or other. For
a full description of the task see (Chatterjee et al.,
2019). In this paper, we describe our turn-level at-
tention model used to tackle this task, specifically
using the attention mechanism presented in (Yang
et al., 2016). Our model encodes turns in a conver-
sation separately using an Attentive Bidirectional
LSTM encoder. In the model presented in the
shared task, the turn encoders do not share param-
eters, achieving a micro F1 score of 0.7340. The
code for all experiments presented here is avail-
able. 1
2 Related Work
Due to its many potential applications across many
fields, detection of speaker emotional state in spo-
ken dialogue systems has been studied extensively.
Early studies showed that the use of prosody as
well as speaking style features leads to increases
in accuracy for emotion prediction (Ang et al.,
2002; Devillers et al., 2002). Researchers have
also shown that using domain specific features as
well as speech signals can improve performance
(Ai et al., 2006). Furthermore, there is plenty of
work that tries to improve detection of affect in
text using multiple modalities such as video or
an embodied conversational agent (Alonso-Martin
et al., 2013; Dmello and Graesser, 2010), however,
detection of emotion solely based on text conver-
sation data has not seen the same breakthroughs.
1https://github.com/coastalcph/
emocontext
Very recently, work has started to emerge deal-
ing with emotion detection in textual dialogue
only. Majumder et al. introduced an atten-
tive RNN model that treats each party of a con-
versation independently in order to provide spe-
cific representations for speaker and listener at a
given point in a conversation. This model as-
sumes that in a dialogue, the emotion of speaker
A will be influenced by the utterances expressed
by speaker B. Using this approach, the model
achieves state of the art performance in two affect
datasets (Schuller et al., 2011; Busso et al., 2008)).
The model presented by us falls in this line of re-
search, as we also attempt to exploit turn level in-
formation independently, however, our work dif-
fers in the fact that we create representations for
each turn as opposed to creating representations
for each speaker.
3 Data Preprocessing
Due to the casual text language used in many of
the dialogues in the dataset, properly preprocess-
ing these is an essential part of the classification
process. The preprocessing pipeline consists of
multiple steps that we describe in more depth be-
low.
Text Normalization We use a custom normal-
ization function which takes commonly used con-
tractions in social media and maps them to a nor-
malized version by unpacking them i.e. idk → i
don’t know and plz→ please.
Spell Correction We normalize elongated
words and use a spell correction tool which
replaces misspelled words with the most probable
candidate based on 2 corpora (Wikipedia and
Twitter) (Baziotis et al., 2017a).
Tokenization We employ a tokenizer which em-
phasizes expressions and words typically used in
social media. These include: 1) censored words,
2) words with emphasis, 3) elongated words, 4)
splitting emoticons etc. All words are also lower-
cased when tokenized.
Emoji Descriptions As the dialogues contain
a wide variety of emojis, which can contain a
great deal of information about a users emotions
(Felbo et al., 2017), we replace the emojis found
in the utterances with their textual description.
We used the emoji descriptions utilized for train-
ing Emoji2Vec (Eisner et al., 2016) which can be
found in the Unicode emoji standard 2.
For most of the preprocessing steps described
above, we relied on the Ekphrasis3 text processing
tool (Baziotis et al., 2017b).
4 Model Description
This section describes our conversational senti-
ment classification model as was used in the Emo-
Context shared task. Our architecture is illustrated
in figure 1.
Embedding Layer We initiate the embedding
layer with an embedding matrix computed using
pretrained GloVe embeddings trained on 2 Billion
tweets4. We do not finetune the weights during
training.
Turn Encoder We use bidirectional LSTMs to
encode a single turn in the conversation. Given
a turn Tk made up of Nk words i.e. Tk =
(w1k , w2k , ..., wNk), the representation of a given
word wNk consists of the concatenation of the for-
ward hidden state
−→
h Nk and backward hidden state←−




h Nk ]. This bidirectional
representation is then fed through a batch normal-
ization layer and then into the attention layer. The
different turn encoders do not share their weights.
Turn Attention We use the attention mecha-
nism introduced by (Yang et al., 2016) in order
to extract important words in a single turn. The
representation hNk is fed into a one-layer MLP to
obtain the representation uNk . The similarity be-
tween uNk and a randomly initialized word con-
text vector uc is computed using the dot product
and then the normalized weights αNk are obtained
through a softmax function:
αNk =
exp(uNk · uc)∑
k exp(uNk · uc)
The final turn representation Tk is the weighted



















































Figure 1: Our proposed model architecture. The turns are preprocessed and embedded using pretrain GloVe em-
beddings (trained on Twitter data) and fed into their respective BiLSTMs, which are attended over, and combined
into a dialogue representation that is classified into one of the 4 classes.
Dialogue Representation For each turn of the
conversation we use separate turn encoders and
turn attention mechanisms and concatenate the
final representations. So for a dialogue of k
turns, we end up with a dialogue vector D =
[T1, T2, T3, ..., Tk]. This representation was cho-
sen as the dialogue length was fixed to 3, but in a
variable turn number setting, an LSTM could be
utilized to create the final dialogue representation.
Emotion Classification The representation of
dialogue D is fed into a softmax layer in order to
estimate the probability distribution over the four
possible emotion classes.
5 Baselines
Dialogue-level LSTM The main baseline model
we compare performance to is the one provided
by the task organizers. The system consists of
one LSTM encoder, which encodes all turns in the
conversation in the same sequence, separated by
an end-of-turn token. We show the performance
of the baseline given the provided preprocessing
script by the organizers. In addition, we include
the results of the baseline model using our custom
preprocessor.
Dialogue-level TF-IDF with no added features
For comparison with the dialogue-level LSTM, we
include the performance of a SVM model with
stochastic gradient descent. As input we use TF-
IDF features computed over all turns. We encode
the entire dialogue into a vector of the top 5k fea-
tures.
Dialogue-level TF-IDF with added features In
order to investigate the effect of additional infor-
mation beyond TF-IDF features, we compute the
ratio of words that are 1) elongated and 2) capi-
talized at the dialogue-level. In addition, we com-
pute the average embeddings of the emojis (Eisner
et al., 2016) occurring in the dialogue and concate-
nate all features with the dialogue level TF-IDF
features.
Turn-level TF-IDF with no added features As
our main system is a turn encoder, for comparison
we also include the performance of an SVM clas-
sifier using stochastic gradient descent. using turn
level TF-IDF vectors, concatenated into a final di-
alogue representation.
Turn-level TF-IDF with added features In or-
der to quickly investigate the effect of additional
information at the turn level, we compute the same
features as mentioned earlier: 1) the ratio of words
that are capitalized in a given turn, 2) the ratio of
words that are elongated, and 3) the average em-
beddings of the emojis (Eisner et al., 2016) occur-
ring in a given turn. All features are concatenated.
6 Setup and Results
In addition to our proposed system that is de-
scribed in Section 4 (BILSTM-ATT) and the base-
lines in Section 5, we also report results for
two other variants of BILSTM-ATT. The first
model (BILSTM-ATT-SHARED) shares weights
between the RNNs, ie. we encode all turns in-
dividually with the same BiLSTM, and a model
that simply encodes the entire dialogue as a single
turn (BILSTM-ATT-DIA). We train the models
with BiLSTM hidden state size of 256, a dropout
rate between the LSTM layer and attention layer
of 0.5 , a batch size of 200, and we use a word
embedding dimension of 200. We optimize using
the ADADELTA algorithm (Zeiler, 2012) with a
learning rate of 1.0, ρ = 0.95 and ε = 10−6.
System Micro F1 Precision Recall
LSTM 0.5613 0.4743 0.6862
DIALOGUE-TFIDF 0.5528 0.6202 0.4986
DIALOGUE-TFIDF-ADDED 0.6064 0.7127 0.5276
TURN-TFIDF 0.5918 0.6394 0.5507
TURN-TFIDF-ADDED 0.6955 0.7632 0.6388
BILSTM-ATT 0.7340 0.7132 0.7560
BILSTM-ATT-SHARED 0.7243 0.6715 0.7861
BILSTM-ATT-DIA 0.6789 0.6039 0.7752
Table 1: The table shows the results of our models on
the EmoContext shared task test set.
Our results are shown in Table 1. From the re-
sults we can observe that our proposed attentive
turn-level BiLSTM outperforms all baselines, in-
cluding the task organizers LSTM model, with a
Micro F1 score of 0.7340. What is interesting
to note is that almost all of our proposed sim-
ple SVM baselines also outperforms the baseline
LSTM, with even TURN-TFIDF-ADDED by a sig-
nificant margin. In general we see that encoding
the dialogue on the turn level achieves better per-
formance than its dialogue level counterparts.
7 Discussion
We saw that in all cases, encoding information at
the turn level led to improvements in classifier per-
formance over the dialogue level encoding. This
observation is in line with work that exists trying
to encode conversational context beyond the sin-
gle turn or the dialogue level (Majumder et al.,
Emotion class Micro F1 Precision Recall
BILSTM-ATT
ANGRY 0.751 0.686 0.829
HAPPY 0.692 0.721 0.666
SAD 0.757 0.742 0.772
BILSTM-ATT-DIA
ANGRY 0.699 0.590 0.859
HAPPY 0.648 0.601 0.704
SAD 0.687 0.687 0.760
Table 2: F1, precision and recall scores for each of
the emotion classes for two of our proposed models,
BILSTM-ATT and BILSTM-ATT-DIA
2019; Webb et al., 2005). In addition, in the re-
sults shown in Table 1, we can observe that the di-
alogue level attention LSTM achieves a high recall
but low precision. In contrast, the differences in all
metrics for our proposed model are much smaller
and more balanced. This suggests that without the
turn level encoding, the classifier becomes more
biased towards a specific class. In Table 2, we
show the scores of the individual emotion classes
for our turn and dialogue-level models. We can
see that across all classes the models have a harder
time when it comes to classifying dialogues la-
beled as Happy, suggesting that the happy conver-
sations might have a tendency to be more neutral
in language, resulting in a higher mislabelling rate
with the Other class. This becomes more apparent
when inspecting the data itself. What is also note-
worthy is that the BILSTM-ATT-SHARED, which
shared a turn encoder between turns, achieves a
lower F1 score than BILSTM-ATT, which used
separate turn encoders. This could indicate that
the different turns carry different weights in the
context when it comes to determining the senti-
ment of the most recent speaker.
8 Conclusion
Overall, our very straight forward model shows
the important effect that encoding turn level infor-
mation separately has when it comes to classifying
dialogues. Using the entire dialogue with an end-
of-turn token, we see that the model is not able
to capture important features of individual turns
that might affect the overall sentiment of the con-
versation. Our results also shows that, although
less sophisticated, simpler and more interpretable
models does also give decent results, compared to
the LSTM baseline model.
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